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Figure 1: An illustration of stacking transparent AR markers and photos of the Stackable Music application. When multiple
transparent ARmarkers are stacked and recognized by the camera, the application takes them as input and generates a variation
of jazz.

ABSTRACT
Augmented reality (AR) allows the rendering of digital content on
top of the physical space, which is a promising medium for tangible
interaction. Marker-based AR is widely used thanks to its low cost
and ease of integration, but the gameful aspect of manipulating
the physical AR markers remains understudied. In this paper, we
explore the stacking mechanics of transparent AR markers and
create an AR music game called Stackable Music. Stackable Music
can be developed, assembled, and set up at the home or office with a
printer using several sheets of transparent film and a PC or mobile
device with a camera.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality;
Human computer interaction (HCI); Interface design prototyping.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) technology merges digital content with
the physical environment [1], which is an emerging field of study
in human-computer interaction (HCI). Based on the method of map-
ping digital objects to physical surroundings, AR can be divided
into two categories: markerless and marker-based [30]. AR markers
function as reference points in the physical environment, helping
to place virtual objects and content in the user’s field of view. Mark-
erless AR identifies anchor objects, like flat surfaces (such as walls,
ceilings, and tabletops), or human body parts such as limbs and
hands, as reference points in the physical environment. Despite
significant progress in head-mounted AR devices and marker-less
AR interactions, marker-based AR maintains extensive usage due
to its affordability and simplicity of integration. This approach
enables tangible interaction and serves as a liaison between physi-
cal and digital spaces [4], thereby asserting its importance in the
post-screen era [16]. The tangible characteristic of printed mark-
ers has gained justifiable popularity in fostering creative activities
[39], storytelling [7, 13, 24, 38], games[21], learning[6, 11], physical
prototyping [20], and enhancing social interaction [35].

Using marker-based AR in card games is an intuitive design
decision, as cards are physical media for printing images or QR
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Figure 2: Renowned existing fiducial marker systems includ-
ing ARToolkit, ArUco, ARTag, InterSense, and ReacTIVision.

codes. AR can add dynamics and graphical elements by overlaying
animated characters, visual effects, and 3Dmodels onto the physical
card, which is helpful in reminding players of the rules and spells in
the game [3]. AR can be used to recognize card and player actions to
help calculate the damage and result of a battle[22]. AR card games
are also widely used in educational settings, such as allowing users
to mimic physical actions such as shaking and pouring in chemistry
experiments using card-based or box-based marker design[23].

Fiducial markers, artificial patterns which balance fast and pre-
cise pose estimation with a straightforward and cost-effective de-
ployment, play a critical role [10]. As illustrated in Fig.2, renowned
fiducial marker systems include square-shaped marker systems
such as ARToolkit[19], ArUco[12], and ARTag[9], and irregular-
shapedmarker systems such as InterSense[27] and ReacTIVision[18].
Using fiducial markers rather than image markers allows standard-
ized production because it does not require individual training over
each image tracker.

However, the use of printed fiducial markers in HCI introduces
several limitations. For instance, they are permanent; once printed,
few modifications can be made. In addition, most AR applications
only use AR markers as reference points. The physical affordances
of materials and the interaction of AR markers are less studied and
utilized in playable media. One unique inter-marker mechanic that
can bring creative potential to AR interaction is stacking. When AR
markers are printed on transparent film and stacked, the formation
of new markers can be captured and recognized by the camera,
thus becoming a new input modality to the interactive system.

In this paper, we describe using transparent film as a physical
material for AR markers and experiment with stacking transparent
AR markers. As a proof-of-concept, we developed Stackable Music,
a card game that leverages stacking transparent AR markers to
enhance tangible interaction in music synthesis. Further, we discuss
the affordances and limitations of the transparent AR markers and
propose future research directions.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Dynamic Fiducial Markers
Previous studies in dynamic characteristics of fiducial markers
proved the potential of multimodal physical-digital experiences.
Some works investigated the physical shape of the media to hold

the AR marker, for example, by putting the markers on the surfaces
of a cube[17] or on everyday objects[8]. Other works looked into
materials that allow dynamic changes. For example, HueCode uses
a physical bandpass filter so that the robot camera can capture
both ArUco and QR codes printed in different colors on plain paper
[28, 34]. Peiris et al. used thermochromic inks to create dynamic
AR markers so that the pattern can morph into a new one for each
temperature range[29].

More recently, scholars started to investigate intra- and inter-
marker interactions. Intra-marker interaction uses physical defor-
mation and paper crafting to influence the presence and absence of
a marker. Zheng et al. explored tangible experiences by combining
paper mechanics with printed fiducial markers [37]. An interesting
aspect is that the markers are not directly presented in the front
scene for interaction but rather positioned in the background for
the camera to capture. Building upon this research, Tinycade, an
introductory platform for alternate controller design, employs rota-
tion and the presence or absence of AR markers in the background
to detect and represent "joystick" behaviors [14, 15]. Inspired by
[37], Scheirer and Harrison presented DynaTags, a comprehensive
library of 23 mechanisms that enhance the content payload of indi-
vidual markers [31]. One significant distinction is that DynaTags
works with a standard and unmodified smartphone, providing a
versatile solution for marker-based interactions. DynaTags intro-
duced stacking mechanics by cutting windows into the markers
and letting information through from a lower layer. When the struc-
ture is purposefully designed, the physical ordering of the stacked
elements can be conveyed and deciphered [2].

Inter-marker interaction uses a combination of relationships (e.g.,
distance, presence, and absence) to serve as input variables for the
interactive system [26, 32]. This technique has been widely applied
towards using a camera to detect the physical distance between
locations.

All of the aforementioned works are designed and intended
for fiducial markers to be printed on plain paper, while our work
explores the possibilities of transparent film.

2.2 Transparent Film Paper and AR Markers
Transparent film papers are thin sheets with coatings that allow
light to pass through without significant distortion. They are com-
monly used in crafting projects for various creative purposes. There
have been works studying transparent markers from a technical
perspective. Teixeira et al. presented a study titled "Towards Trans-
parent Marker," which showcased the marker’s unique capabilities
of being visible from both sides and the marker interference in-
volved in stacking[33]. Zhang et al. proposed a method of stack-
ing multiple transparent colored AR markers in space to display
and manipulate multiple objects’ order and rotation, proposing
the mathematical constraints involved in marker design and the
implementation of detecting the stacking order [36].

Our work delves into the HCI aspect and outlines the design of
the stacking mechanism for AR interactions.

2.3 AR in Musical Expression
Researchers and practitioners are enthusiastic about applying AR in
artistic and musical expressions. Zünd et al. proposed the concept
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of Augmented Creativity and illustrated 6 prototyped applications
to enhance real-world creative activities, one of which is a music ar-
rangement application that uses image-based markers for a mobile
application to detect and render 3D models of the instruments and
audio[39]. Lucas reported the design of AuSynthAR, an affordable
AR musical instrument that requires only a mobile device, a set of
tokens, a sound output device, and, optionally, a MIDI controller
[25]. Kelly et al. presented ARcadic with an implementation of
a "disc jockey (DJ)" table interface for music performance using
fiducial markers and cardboard [20]. DynaTags introduced a music
synthesizer with modular blocks that can be connected to create
looping sounds, where a sequence of three blocks displays two
markers detected by an overhead phone, allowing the creation of
songs by assembling multiple sequences [31].

Our work uncovers the creative potential of the stacking me-
chanic and transparent AR markers by experimenting with proto-
typing and analyzing them in a music arrangement activity.

3 DESIGN
3.1 Music Arrangement
Music arrangement is an activity in music synthesis that involves
creating and arranging music through computer software or a syn-
thesizer. We explore tangible AR interaction in a trading card game
in which individuals with varying degrees of musical knowledge
can work together to create music. We classify musical expressions
into three categories: drums (like claps, kicks, hats, cymbals, and
rims), instruments (such as bass, guitar, keyboard, and orchestral),
and vocals. When creating a mix, the guideline is to use no more
than one selection from each category. In this work, music samples
are collected from free sources online. The selection is purposeful
to encompass a variety of styles.

3.2 The Design of Transparent AR Markers
The design of the transparent AR marker uses Custom Marker
Creator1, a design tool to create a customized ArUco dictionary. An
ArUcomarker is a square marker composed of a black border and an
inner content that determines its identifier through a binary matrix.
Predefined ArUco dictionaries are useful for ease of integration
and robust camera pose estimation. Designing a customized ArUco
dictionary is necessary because combining multiple markers was
not considered when the standard ArUco dictionaries were created.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 3, stacking ID = 1 and ID = 2
from the standard ArUco dictionary creates a pattern that is not
included in the same dictionary.

Customizing an ArUco dictionary starts with indicating the num-
ber of bits in the marker content by determining the dimensions of
the square matrix. Typical matrix dimensions include 5x5, 6x6, and
7x7. The size of the matrix influences the number of identifiable
markers in the dictionary and the expressive space for individual
marker content.

Another restriction in designing stackable transparent AR mark-
ers is marker interference. To ensure the stacked pile of markers is
recognizable, the maximum number of markers and their orienta-
tion are significant factors, as they are related to the interference

1https://jingruchenmax.github.io/StackAR/

Figure 3: An example of stacking two markers from the stan-
dard ArUco dictionary generates a pattern that is not in-
cluded in the dictionary.

Figure 4: An example ofmarker interference. In this example,
two markers have overlapping patterns, causing the stacked
deck indistinguishable.

each marker causes on the others. Figure 4 shows an example in
which two markers have overlapping patterns, causing the stacked
marker cannot be distinguished. To bypass the complexity of over-
lapping patterns, a simple solution is to create a set of markers
in which each two of the markers have no interference. Inspired
by "orthogonal" markers [33], here we introduce the concepts of
"group" and "ring". A group is a set of markers; only markers from
different groups can be stacked together. When groups are allocated
distinct territories that do not overlap, stacking markers from differ-
ent groups will not result in any interference among markers. One
way to allocate distinct territories is to divide the marker content
into concentric squares, where each square locates at a different
"radius". As a matter of convenience, we refer to these segments as
"rings". When the marker’s width is an odd number, the central bit
stands alone. While a single bit might convey minimal information,
it can serve as a toggle button. This functionality proves valuable
in the context of stackable marker mechanics.

In Stackable Music, we utilized a 7x7 marker template, consisting
of 3 rings and a central square. As illustrated in Figure 6, Each
category (Drum, Instrument, and Vocal) is assigned a unique layer
and corresponding ring. The central square functions as a Stop-and-
Play control; audio can only be played when this square is present
as shown in Figure 7. The area outside the marker is left open for
graphic design. In thisd instance, as seen in Figure 8, we opted for a
simple hand-drawn frame with the letter "E" positioned in the top
left corner to indicate the marker’s front/back side and orientation.

3.3 Unity Implementation
We developed Stackable Music AR using Unity. OpenCV for Unity2

is a paid Unity plug-in that allows developers to use OpenCV[5],

2https://enoxsoftware.com/opencvforunity/
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Figure 5: An illustration of dividing the marker content into
rings.

Figure 6: Eachmusic category occupies a layer and is assigned
a ring area and a central square as an on/off button.

Figure 7: The audio player and animation will only be trig-
gered when the central square is occupied.

an open-source computer vision and machine learning software
library, in Unity.OpenCV for Unity was used to detect customArUco
code. We implemented audio, 3D model, and particle effects. Once a
marker is detected, the corresponding audio, model, and animation
are presented. The concept of decoding a combinedmarker is shown

Figure 8: A decorative frame surrounds the marker on the
outside.

Figure 9: An example of a combined marker that consists of
four groups, including drum, instrument, vocal, and play.

in Fig. 9. All combinations of markers from different groups are
calculated and added to the marker dictionary for detection. The
combined markers consist of multiple basic markers, meaning that
the audio, model, and particle effects are also derived from the basic
markers.

3.4 System Setup
Stackable Music requires transparent AR markers, a computer, and
a camera, shown in Fig. 10. It is recommended to use a top-down
camera with a desktop for an optimal experience. The choice of
transparent film product depends on the type of printer. In our case,
we used a low-cost inkjet printer and compatible transparent paper
for creating the prototype. After that, the transparent AR markers
are ready to be cut.

3.5 Gameplay
The gameplay of Stackable Music involves stacking a subset of
provided transparent markers to create a musical composition, em-
ploying pre-recordedmusic clips. The primary objective of the game
is to acquaint players with the distinct features of each music clip
and facilitate the generation of harmonious compositions. When
the Stop-and-Play marker is included in the stack which is captured
by the camera, the corresponding music clip will be played and
looped. The order in which the markers are stacked does not affect
the outcome. Additionally, if multiple stacked decks of AR markers
are observed by the camera, they will be played simultaneously.

Stackable Music is a solvable game, because the number of mark-
ers is countable, resulting in finite potential marker combinations.
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Figure 10: An example system setup with printed transparent markers and a desktop computer with a top-down camera.

While there isn’t a traditional win-or-lose condition, players will
eventually realize they have solved the game by iterating through
all possible combinations.

To add replayability and uncertainty, Stackable Music is recom-
mended to be played by multiple players (2-4) in a group. Players
can share the music they create with others and seek feedback.

4 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE
WORK

Through the design of the technology and prototyping the experi-
ence of the game Stackable Music, we explore what new expressive
potentials are enabled by this technology, and also identify some
potential future directions for research. The discussion is fueled by
reflecting on the transparent AR marker system through the design
process, rather than a conducted user study.

4.1 Low-cost "Do it yourself" (DIY) and tangible
AR

This work explored the novel stacking mechanics of AR markers
using affordable materials - transparent film sheets. Being tangible
and touchable are important features for an AR starter DIY project.
The unique interaction of stacking markers is fun and intuitive,
which also leads the creators to think about the design affordances
and limitations of objects. In particular, the marker design aspect
explicitly requires the designers to think about the size of themarker
and the restrictions of marker interference.

The prototype requires a certain amount of effort in crafting and
hands-on practice. Aligning the markers when stacking requires
the edge of each marker to be precisely cut. Currently, the stacked
markers need to be precisely aligned, with an acceptable error
tolerance of 1-2 mm.

Additionally, the transparent film itself is a great medium for
artistic expression. The blank space outside of the marker content
can be designed with decoration or with meaningful information
like themes and marker annotations. Besides graphics, one can
think of all kinds of physical shapes, for example, triangles, circles,
or other metaphors that work well with AR content.

4.2 Occlusion, lighting, and reflection
Occlusion poses a significant challenge for all fiducial marker sys-
tems, as it raises questions about their resilience in detecting partially-
covered markers. Currently, the customized ArUco dictionary with

OpenCV demonstrates reasonable performance in this regard. How-
ever, the accuracy of detection also relies on the design of the mark-
ers themselves. Traditionally, researchers have computed and tested
various patterns to determine the optimal set for fiducial marker
systems. However, in the context of supporting stacking mechanics,
custom AR markers are created that may not be fully optimized
for accuracy. To address this, future efforts can be directed toward
simulating and predicting the quality of markers within the custom
marker design system. Such simulations would allow designers to
determine the expected accuracy of their marker designs.

Another significant challenge is lighting. While ample lighting
is preferred for camera detection, the transparent film used often
has reflective properties. This becomes problematic for detection
when the light source is either point-like or directional, as it can
create unwanted reflection circles. One potential avenue for future
exploration involves experimenting with alternative transparent
materials that minimize or eliminate these reflection issues. Addi-
tionally, integrating the system with controlled and even lighting
sources, such as light boxes, could offer a promising direction for
mitigating the challenges posed by lighting conditions.

4.3 Customization and creative coding
An interesting direction is to integrate creative coding functions
with the ARmarker so that the music piece or art can be customized.
To support the creative coding aspect, an implementation of a code-
sharing server could be highly beneficial for the community. This
server would provide a platform for artists to share their code snip-
pets, techniques, and innovative ideas. This exchange of knowledge
and expertise would not only enhance the quality of individual
creations but also contribute to the evolution and growth of the
entire Stackable Music ecosystem.

4.4 Social and community building
The gameplay in Stackable Music is similar to a trading card game.
Trading card games encompass a card-based gameplay format that
combines strategic deck-building elements with card trading me-
chanics among players, both during and outside of gameplay. This
type of game emphasizes social interaction as a significant aspect
of the overall gaming experience, alongside the card battles them-
selves. AR implementation typically involves showcasing 3D mod-
els, animations, and audio effects to enhance the visual appeal and
immersive nature of the user experience. In addition, our research
takes a distinct approach by placing an emphasis on facilitating
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tangible interactions and social engagement between players, ad-
dressing different aspects of the AR game experience. In future
studies, a user study and research in the wild can help us gain
valuable insights into the design elements and social aspects that
hold the highest significance for players.

4.5 Sharing physical product
The introduction of stacked markers in the gameplay of Stackable
Music has brought about a unique advantage in terms of selection
and arrangement. Unlike plain paper markers, where it can be
challenging to convey the distance between markers and the overall
layout, stacked markers provide a clear visual representation of the
music composition. This makes it easier for players to share their
creations and communicate their intended arrangements to others.

To enhance the accessibility and portability of the stacked mark-
ers, an intriguing option for storage and transport would be the
use of an acrylic photo frame keychain. This compact and versatile
accessory could serve as an ideal container for the markers. The
acrylic frame would provide protection from wear and tear, ensur-
ing that the markers remain intact and legible. Additionally, the
transparency of the frame would allow users to easily view and
identify the stacked markers without needing to remove them from
the keychain.

The keychain aspect of the storage solution adds a practical
element to the design. By attaching the acrylic photo frame to a
keychain, players can conveniently carry their stacked markers
with them wherever they go. This promotes spontaneous music
creation and sharing opportunities, as players can readily showcase
their compositions and engage in collaborative experiences with
others.

Furthermore, the acrylic photo frame keychain offers an aes-
thetic appeal. It allows players to showcase their creativity and
personalized markers, turning them into portable works of art. The
transparent nature of the frame also provides a visually pleasing
way to display the stacked markers when not in use.

5 CONCLUSION
Marker-based AR offers a unique and engaging experience by in-
corporating the tangible manipulation of trackable objects as an
input to interactive systems. The interaction between and within
markers adds an extra layer of fun to tangible interactions. In this
paper, we presented the design of transparent AR markers and
demonstrated their integration into a captivating card game called
Stackable Music. Additionally, we examined the potential that stack-
ing transparent markers brings and highlighted certain limitations.
Based on our findings, we put forth future directions in the in-
teractive and creative domains that can benefit from the use of
transparent AR markers. By further exploring these possibilities,
we can unlock new realms of interactive experiences and foster
innovation in various fields.
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